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ABSTRACT
Organizational strategies for effective brand management programs result in an
organizationrs ability to build brand equity. This study develops a conceptual
model of brand and of the need for effective leadership and communication in

estahlishing a clear connection between organizational effectiveness and the
issue of hrand management.

Vhile brand programs have been primarily directed from the marketing and
communication departments for the benefit of external audiences, this research
shows that significant effort must be made to include other areas of the

organization in branding efforts so as to leverage potential organizational
strategies that

will enhance brand-building organizational initiatives.

Through strategies, tactics and critical success factors identified in a hrand
organizational effectiveness model, a process is defined to achieve brand
management leadership potential. This process comhines in-depth personal and

corporate understanding with a systemic approach for a brand management
program.
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study is to examine the organizational strategies needed to

build strong corporate brand; that is, the distinctive associations with which an
organization is strongly identified. Vhat are perceived to he the leadership
strategies needed to align an organization with a corporate brand in order to
ensure the growth of brand equity? \[/hy are these significant factors needed to

ensure corporate hrand success? How can the findings of this study be applied

to a brand model designed to facilitate organizational effectiveness?
Building significant value in product hrands has long been the focus of certain
organizations, for example, Ceneral Mills. The corporate name of General Mills
became of secondary importance to the product names of Cheerios and
'Wheaties.

In contrast, organizations such

as IBM and Disney have chosen to

place significant emphasis on the corporate brand, rather than diluting the
corporate entity with multiple product brands. In recent years there has been

a

shift from product brands to a preference for corporate branding. According to
Jean-Noel Kapferer, an internationally recognized authority on brands and

brand marketing, "More and more corporations cease to remain hidden behind

their product brands. Customers have become more and more demanding and
need to be reassured by knowing who stands behind a brand" (Kapferer? L72).

Although there are multiple branding strategies that a corporation can
implement, the realization that a shift in branding mentality from productbased to corporate-based is taking place highlights the need for corporations to
assess

their corporate brand strength and positioning. In order to assure the

consumer that the organization at the core of the product or service is

trustworthy, reputable and worthy of their business, an intentional look at the

brand situation is required. Fortunately, there are specific steps an
organization can take to ensure that the consumer's perception matches the

intent of the corporate brand.
Corporate hrands are built by heing consistent? memorahle and relevant to the
marketplace. Consistency refers to reliable quality in product and servicel

memorahility is achieved when an organization stands out in the clutter of the
marketplace; and relevance means an organization is memorable because what

the corporation says ahout itself is meaningful to its audience.
Building a corporate brand requires a company to develop a market-driven
organization

-

one that focuses on the wants and needs of the consumer. At

first glance, market focus appears to be the responsihility of the
communications or marketing department, as these areas are most directly
responsihle

for external communications regarding the organization or product

reputation. Upon closer examination, however,

it

becomes evident that

managing a corporate brand requires brand-building activities that encompass

the entire organization.

The value of intentionally leveraging an organization's reputation through all

that it does well is evident when the resulting brand equity positively affects
the bottom line. Although traditional bookkeeping methods in the United States
do not record hrand equity, such is not the case in Europe

- which does

provide a means of placing a dollar figure on the value of a brand. This results

in an increase in the current assets of an organization. The difference

between

purchase price and the value of the assets is referred to as goodwill. 'oTo
overcome this problem, British firms have hroken with tradition and opted for

amortization of goodwill. Under the Companies Act of 1985, firms have the
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right to do so. Moreover, it is possible in the UK to reevaluate such intangible
assets as brands whenever one wishes" (Kapferer, 302). Thus, hased on

reputation, organizations with significant brand equity are seen as the ones with
the most promise for future earnings. These organizations are ahle to command
higher dollar amounts for current product offerings

-

and, when they are sold

(often for more than their book value), the benefits of brand equity huilding
are experienced firsthand.
Corporate brand implementation programs emphasize brand strategies that align

with husiness strategies. These business strate#€s, along with the clarification
of distribution channels and marketing activities, only begin a process towarcl

a

complete corporate brand program. Beyond that, the factors that affect the

ability of an organization to align its corporate hrand must be determined in
order to ensure its ability to huild brand equity.
This study describes the necessary strategies? as perceived by leaders, to align
the organization with the corporate hrand, ensuring the growth of brand equity.
Research was conducted with five corporate leaders who have implemented

corporate brand initiatives within their respectiye organizations. What do these
leaders perceive to be the organizational strategies needed to successfully

huild corporate brand equity? W-hy are these factors considered significant in
corporate branding success? Although brand initiatives are often seen

as

external communication efforts connected to hrand building, this study
explores the significance of organizational effectiveness in building a strong

corporate hrand.

To many, the concept of a'brand'may conjure up images of the wild west when ranchers literally branded their property. "There is evidence that erren

f)

J

in ancient history

names rvere put on such goods as bricks

in order to identify

their maker. Although brands have long had a role in commerce, it was not

until the twentieth century that branding and brand association became

so

central to competitors" (Aaker, 7). Brand hecame a specific discipline for
marketers in the mid-1980s. To date, the majority of brand-huilding efforts
continue to he implemented through marketing and communication efforts,
Because the concept of brand has been emphastzed through visual and verbal

communications

for the benefit of external audiences, little has been published

on brand management by means of organizational effectiveness.

The continued interest in finding rvays for organizations to be successful, both

in the marketplace and as an internal organization, requires further research to
discover the key factors that help ensure brand success. Stuclying the potential
ties betrreen leadership, organizational strategies and a successful corporate

hrand is one such area of research.
This lack of puhlished programs for brand development through organizational
effectiveness creates a need to develop a conceptual model
successful brand builders

to aid would-be

in better understanding how internal organizational

factors affect an organization's brand success. To determine which
organizational factors affect hrand success, five corporate brand program
leaders r{ere contacted and interviewed.

fYTETHODOTOGY
Using a phenomenological qualitative research method, five leaders from
organizations who have implemented brand programs were interviewed one-onone. In minimally structured, yet in-depth, interview sessions, the
conversations focused on organizational strategies these leaders believe affect
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the ability of their brand to be successful. For this study, u series of questions
rras compiled to use as a resource

prior to the interviewing process (Appendix

A). At the start of the processr participants lvere informed of the purpose of the
study. They were told the focus of the study

\ilras

to determine organizational

factors significant in building a strong corporate brand. They were informed

that their voluntary consent (IRB #97-57-0I) would help create a hetter
understanding of which organizational strategies are needed to align effectively

with the corporate brand in order to huild brand equity.
Participants were purposely chosen for their knowledge of and experience in
the implementation of a brand initiative within their organization. Because

participants r{ere not selected randomly, information from this study cannot be
seen as typical of brand leaders

or generalized to a larger population. Based on

the information provided by these individuals, no claims are being made to
characterize interviewees' brand programs as representative of other brand

initiatives. The goal of the study is to understand each leader's perspective
and to determine meaningful, shared themes in different leaders' descriptions
about common experiences related to brand.
The participants'hackgrounds varied in numerous ways. In the area of specific
responsibilities, the group ranged from directors of corporate communications to
a CEO; from a $6 million company to a $1 billion company; and from a national

to a global presence. Each subject had been with his or her respective
organization for more than I0 years.
Intervie\rees hold senior management positions in organizations ranging in size

from 60 to 6,000 employees. Each leader interviewed has implemented a hrand
program. Tapping into the experience of each of the leaders, the interviews
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explored what,

if any, types of organizational

change had taken place since

implementing a brand program. Individuals were then asked to identify which
organizational strategies were in place prior to the hrand program, which
needed to improve as a result of the hrand training, which were identified

as

learning opportunities or nertr awareness, and finally, what was the next area of
focus for their brand program.

There lyere other differences among the interviewees, as well. Some had
personally hegun the hrand initiative themselves, while others had inherited

the task. Each had varying levels of support from senior management, and
each shared different approaches to the tactics needed to implement hrand

identity standards. Different degrees of time, attention and resources \uere
allocated to their brand initiatives. And yet, even though they were from
diverse industries, they shared common themes

in their corporate hrand

stories.

The intervielvs uncovered major areas of agreement on the key issues for
implementing a brand program.

A matrix rflas constructed to analyze the organizational factors that were
addressed by at least four out of the five individuals on each issue (Appendix

B). These include the need for

.

leadership support;

.

a focus or vision for the organization;

. corporate culture factors I
I internal and external communication efforts;
I internal

and

brancl training.

Other issues raised by just one or two individuals, but still significant in their
implications, include becoming the "brand ethics police," the concept of
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personal brands, the need to restructure the organization, product
development implications and the risk of spearheading a hrand initiative.

Although a small group of non-representative brand leaders was interviewed,

their firsthand experiences provided insight into the benefits of, and the
cautions surrounding, a brand initiative. Each, having had firsthand
experience in implementing a brand program, provided a passionate description

of what

it

takes to bring the concept of brand into an organization. All

interviewees demonstrated through their compelling stories that, although four

of the five had never implemented a brand program previously, the desire to
be thorough in both the education and training of others showed their sincerity

in personally championing this brand initiative within their respective
organizations.
One limitation of the research was the lack of firsthand observation and

personal contact with both the organizations and the other employees within the
corporate settings. To better understand the strategies needed to ensure the
effectiveness of a brand program, interviewing other leaders in the organization

could have enhanced the work of this study. However, addressing the issue of
an internal brand program with the individuals who are primarily responsible

for brand implementation provides a strong foundation for this work.
SUBJECTS INTERVIEWED

l. J"t is the CEo/president of a Zl-year-old,

Minneapolis-based one-to-one

training organization. Program modules include training for effective listening
and gaining agreement.

Vith a staff of 60, which includes contract

consultants

located throughout the United States, this national organization used the
services provided hy a corporate identity program as a means to revitalize and
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focus the organization. Upon being introduced to the concept of corporate

brand, the CEO found the program to he a catalyst to redefine the entire
organization.

2. Les offered the perspective of having been with a company for 15 years and
having recognized an opportunity to champion a brand program when the CEO

of the organization initiated it in L996. Proposing and then implementing a new
position as brand manager, Les began plans to roll out a brand program to 500
global employees. After one year of brand implementation, Les'work was
terminated when the CEO of this publicly held construction company was
removed from office. The new CEO saw no need for a brand initiative and thus
Les was let go from the organization. Les is now re-employed by the original

firm. However, the position is within a different division.
3. Kelly is the vice president of corporate communications for a Vest Coast

firm that specializes in Global Positioning Systems (GPS). With 193 employees
spread across several huildings in the same city, Kelly has been given the
autonomy to unify, consolidate and leverage the communications that the

organization is implementing across all vertical markets. Upon introducing the
concept of brand into the organization

in December of L994, the then newly

formed corporate communications function began to apply the discipline of
corporate branding to a technically driven organization. As a member of the
senior management team, and as one of the original founders of this

organization, Kelly spearheads this corporate branding initiative.

4. Ben is the director of corporate communications of a $1 billion Minnesotahased corporation. Stepping into a brand initiative already being implemented,

Ben continued the efforts to help define a corporate brand in an organization

()

o

that has been well known for its product brands. The challenge of bringing
clarity to a global corporate brand further complicated the task. Brand identity
standards had heen disseminated throughout the organization with instructions

that compliance rnould be mandatory. Ben's role in building that compliance
has taken a different turn, into one that

is

more interested in engaging

employees throughout all parts of the organization rather than requiring

compliance.

5. Ryan is the assistant vice president of corporate communications in an
organization employing 1,300 employees at its home office alone, as well

as

1,500 independent agents spread throughout the United States. This
organization's brand efforts surfaced as a result of the name of the company

being reconsidered. Because the name was thought to be non-descript, oldfashioned or even sexist, a research initiative was undertaken. This initial effort

prompted a brand audit

-

which included not only a quantitative study, but

also a review of all communications materials as well as discussions with
executives. As a result of this effort, brand is now an official component of

Ryan's job description.

All the individuals interviewed

\,yere committed

to their brand initiatives and

rnere determined to keep their brand programs alive
Some were confident of

in their organizations.

their respective plans, while others rflere searching for

the best way to go about creating a relevant program that would continually
inspire and motivate the internal organization. Once they had outlined their
external marketing activities, they each noted how their internal communication
needs lvere being addressed through workshops, brochures and consideration

of intranet opportunities. While working to carry out these full brand
initiatives, each leader found that specific factors prevented them from smooth

I

brand implementation. The following common themes highlight these significant
factors.

FINDINGS
The [leed

for Leadership

All of the individuals

Support

experienced the struggle of getting senior management to

understand the implications of brand. Leadership's lack of understanding in
regard to the scope of a brand program and the importance of the initiative,

as

well as the need for a hrand program to be considered a long-term business
issue? r^rere the key leadership support needs.

"Brand was not understood by all senior management. A brand program was for
organizations like Procter and Gamhle or Coca-Colu," reflected Les. "Then,

when the concept of brand was introduced to my internal audience, brand was

a consumer product issue, not our issue."
'oBrand as a corporate asset was difficult to relate tor" remarked Ben. 'olt was

a

hard sell to explain that lye can base our corporate value on more than
revenue. Brand is also who you are and how you behave. This is the area that

still needs lots of work."
o'Brand is not a short-term deal, hut some
[senior management] needed

immediate resultsr" said Les. Ryan also noted concerns that leadership was still
operating from a short-term mindset

-

which is exactly what brand is not. "This

company can't defer gratification. And what makes

it more difficult is that right

now the company is financially doing very well, so there is little motivation to
change.

"
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is truly a lifelong process," said Kelly. Jan concurred and offered an

- it's like working to be
work on it ." "Brancl is a lifelong

interesting analogy. "Brand can't be a quick hit
physically

fit.

We have to continuously

process," Ben commented when asked about the brand initiative at this
Minnesota-based organization. 'olf,/hen this vital corporate asset resides in the

mind of the customer? rile have to consistently find ways to make our brand
position meaningful to the customer."
Ben just descrihed hrand. Brand is a relationship with the customer. Brand is

in the mind of customers; it is their perception that is the reality of any
company's brand. Thus,

it is critical that

organizations understand all issues

regarding the management of an organization's brand. "Brand is a strategic
asset

that is key to long-term performance and it should be managed. One uiay

to approach a strategic orientation is to change the primary focus from
managing short-term financials to the development and maintenance of assets

and skills" (Aaker, 13). An MIT commission on productivity concluded that

"U.S. managers have an excessive preoccupation with short-term profits at the
expense of long-range strategy" (Aaker, 12),

Other guidance needed by leadership, and noted by all participants, was the
need

for a well-crafted and clearly communicated corporate vision

and

relevant positioning statement. The positioning statement would be relevant
when

it

speaks to the needs and wants of the marketplace.

In addition,

Ieadership that, according to Ryan, has oothe ability to be the CCO - chief
communications officer" would greatly assist in impressing upon both internal

and external audiences that there is support from the top.

I1

Other leadership needs included systems to support ongoing initiatives (such as rewards
or incentives) that would support brand-building values. This area was seen as critical in
that it would take significant leadership, understanding and support, as well as the
awareness that brand

is a long-term strategy. Ben also noted that there was a need to

raise leadership's awareness of their behaviors because the hehaviors would be
modeled by employees. Behaviors that include a willingness to take the pulse of their

work community, regardless of whether the format for inquiry is surveys or some

other means? are a desirable attribute of a brand leader.
Corporate Culture
Brand requires everyone in the organization to be involved. An organization's corporate
culture affects the ways in which employees will interact with their internal and external
customers.

"An organizational culture is the underlying set of key values, beliefs,
understandings, and norms shared by employees. These underlying values may
pertain to ethical behaviors, commitment to employees, efficienclr or customer
service, and they provide the glue to hold organization members together. An
organization's culture is unwritten hut can be observed in the stories, slogans,
ceremonies, dress and office layout" (Daft, 19).
"We have difficulties in getting employees to grasp that they can make a
differencE," Kelly said. "'Whether they are a janitor or the presiclent, all
employees need to better understand the promise we are making to our

customers. To build a strong brand, long-term employees must understand that

when you pick

,p the phone you represent the brand."

For Ryan, the culture - and in particular specific values of the organization worked against the organization when corporate values got in the way of
leveraging the corporate brand. From Ryan's perspective, a mentality of
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hoarding assets for a rainy day to an excessive degree appears to have become

a cultural value

-

one that puts minimal resources into building consistency in

the marketplace. This value seemed to affect good business practices
business decision that would affect the hrand's image.

organization,

"**

-

a

In the case of Ryan's

are store-housing funds for a rainy dry

-

funds that far

exceed industry standards, and funds that could he used to insure a brand for

the future."
One of the keys

for culture change offered by Kelly

was to persuade the

organization to embrace other possibilities. Kelly was convinced that, with
encouragement and reinforcement, an organization could evolve into something

new and better.
Opinions among the interviewees varied on how organizations could go about

including employees in a brand effort. For Les,
was "sinpng from the same hymnal"

-

it

was important that everyone

so he directed all brand training

workshops to ensure consistency. For Jan, hrand promise hecame the central

driving force for including employees because the brand promise rvas seen as
"the ultimate statement of what our culture must be. It is our soul and spirit.

It is brand

reflected. Now our culture needs to adjust. We've been too laid

hack."'Whether encouraging buy-in or trying to foster a sense of engagement

from employees, all interviewees agreed that a complete internal brand
initiative provided clarity regarding which behaviors lvere acceptable and
which ones \rere not.
F

ocuslVision
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Although closely aligned with leadership, eyery individual interviewed made
such a significant point about the need for focus and vision that

it

must be

considered more closely on its own.

"A shared vision is not an idea. It is rather, a force in people's hearts, a force
of impressive power. Vision creates a sense of commonality that permeates the
organization and gives coherence to diverse activities. A vision is shared when
you and I have a similar picture and are committed to one another having it,
not just to each of us, individually, having it. Shared visions derive their
power from a common caring. A shared vision is a vision that many people are
truly committed to, because it reflects their ourn personal vision" (Senge, 206).
As Ja, noted, "Brand discussions helped me morre from thinking about the look

of the organization to wanting to know about how we relate to our customers."

For Jan, the entire brand program provided a new focus for how the
organization would view itself. Ryan, however? r/as more explicit. "Leadership
equals vision." Ryan also believed that vision, coupled with the organization's

ability to describe itself in one word, would support the creation of a strong
brand.'oThe strongest brands own a word. For example: Volvo or{ns the word
safety, 3M owns innovation." Ben offered another viewpoint. ooour four*point
program includes leadership. Leadership's role is to bring clarity and focus to

provide direction in order to facilitate a deep relationship with all customers.
When we're clear about who we are, w€ can get clear around a way of
working.

"

"A well-conceived vision consists of two major components - core ideology and
an envisioned future. A good vision huilds on the interplay hetween these two
complementary yin-and-yang forces: it defines "what we stand for and why we
exist" that does not change [the core ideology] and sets forth "what we aspire
to become, to achieve to create" that will require significant change and
progress to attain [the envisioned future]. To pursue the vision means to
create organizational and strategic alignment to preserve the core ideology and
stimulate progress toward the envisioned future. Alignment brings the vision to
life, translating it from good intentions to concrete reality" (Collins, 220).

l4

An organization achieves clarity when a leader provides guidance through

a

carefully crafted vision.
Brand Educatioru and Trairuirug
Another common point among the senior managers was their belief in the
importance of educating and training the internal audience on the importance

of brand. Hurdles included dealing with the mistaken notion that marketing
efforts arel according to Les, simply to "fool the customer into thinking we are
something we might want to he, but are not."

Brand training provides employees with information and knowledge, but better
yet,

it

helps them to understand how they

fit into the brand-building

efforts.

For Les, guiding eyery employee through one workshop on brand training

set

the stage for future brand-huilding activities. Les had hoped to implement
support mechanisms, such as recognition for hrand moments and rewarding
people

for achieving positive brand behaviors. Unfortunately,

Les never got

the opportunity to do this as new leadership stopped the hrand- building
actrvrtres.

Ryan's primary educational format is through presentation and persuasion.
"Face-to-face interaction is still crucial, regardless
newsletters

if

there are quarterly

or electronic communications," Ryan believes. As noted earlier,

Ben's brand program has four parts. In addition to leadership? one part is
education. "The brand education proves to be a powerful corporate culture
component as well. Through education and training, people understand their

role and what's expected of them. They are put at ease when they understand
how they

fit in. "
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"Nordstrom (the store chain) presents an excellent example of what we came to
call 'cultism' - a series of practices that create an almost cult-like environment
around the core ideology in highly visionary companies. These practices tend to
vigorously screen out those who do not fit with the ideology. They also instill
an intense sense of loyalty and influence the behavior of those remaining inside
the company to be congruent with the core ideology, consistent over time, and
carried out zealously" (Collins, I23).

Daft defines this corporate culture as the consistency culture. "The
consistency culture supports a methodical approach to doing husiness. This

organization succeeds by being highly integrated and efficient" (Daft, 342). The
process of clearly identifying an organization through its corporate culture is

one way to help ensure that current and future employees are a good match

for the organization and will fit in.
Other C onsiderationsl Measurements

:

When senior managers \,vere asked how they will know that their brand

initiatives are successful, they discussed a variety of measurements. Some ruere
quite cultural and far-reaching. "We'll be successful when eyery person is
talking about their personal commitment to our brand position," Ben said.
When employees understand the practical application of the hrand and how it
relates to their daily business lives, the result is increased sales and customers
are more likely to trust and pay a premium price. They femployees] can hardly

wait to come to work in the morning.

It will be because people know

the

company wants their best thinking, are engaged, and see we are interested in

them." Other measurements include ongoing strategic brand planning, getting
the CEO involved as a brand leader, the importance of customers'feedhack on
brand associations and brand becoming part of new employee orientations.
An interesting note from Ryan regarding what he referred to as a "trend in
business" is the "corporate scorecard".

l6

It is described

as a tool that can be

used to measure an organization

in areas such

as environmental and community

activities. Currently, hrand equity is not a scorecard measurement for Ryan's
company

-

again reinforcing in him his conviction that leadership lacks

understanding of the significant role of brand-building activities.
Since many of the intervie\ilees were introduced to brand through a corporate

and brand identity initiative, the scope of brand-building efforts began as an

externally focused initiative. All the leaders rrere (or had been) in the process
of hringing the brand message into the organization. Yet, the internal brand
message each leader was preparing

to deliver still fell short of the breadth and

depth of the efforts needed as determined by this study.

DISCOVERY
The primary factor glaringly absent from responses was the realization of the
operational aspects of brand, and the need to connect brand with other
corporate initiatives. Even when managers discussed initiatives that were
designed to better connect with the customer? there was

little or no

conscious

awareness from the interviewees that there 'was a hrand connection to these

corporate initiatives. By leveraging an initiative to its fullest and aligning other
customer-focused initiatives from other business areas, brand managers can

begin to impress upon employees the

full breadth and depth of brand

management.

Education about the scope of brand management helps to align the entire
company with the brand position.

'When

all the ramifications of brand

management are understood, situations such as the following can he avoided:

"In our organization, our hrand position

uras seen as a result of

our R&D

efforts and in our products. Our next work to be done internally is to

t7

engage

all employees in a discussion about our brand and to find ways to inspire every
employee," Ben said.

All hrand leaders, when mapping their internally focused

brand "discussionr" must understand the significance of each employee's part

in ongoing brand-building activities.
Four of the five individuals interviewed hegan their brand initiative without a
true understanding of its scope. They had each noted that they had had no
concept of the hreadth and depth a brand initiative would require, or how long

it would take to bring it into the daily lives of the organization in order to
nurture the ongoing results. Comparable in significance to an external brand
communication effort, an internal organization is a key factor in the brand's
success.

An organization is the deliverer of the commitment or the promise that

has heen determined by the brand. As individuals ryere enlightened to the

possibilities of brand? some understood the breadth of brand implications. As

Jan noted, ooAfter receiving brand education, we determined our current
clients were not our preferred clients." One leader interviewed had hegun to
embrace hrand as an organizational philosophy when elements of brand
management \trere implemented. Contract laborers were the company's primary

representatives of the organization's product. After realizing the need to build

a consistent brand through the people of the organization, the company took
the tremendous step of hiring the contract laborers as employees in order to
ensure appropriate brand huilding through them.

Various participants offered their own words of warning regarding the initiation
of a brand program:

. "Be preparecl for disappointments - not eyeryone will get on hoard."

1B

(Ben)

t

o'Because

of the nature of the marketplace, everything is fast-changing,

and eyeryone wants short-term, instantaneous results. Consequently, leaders
compensate on short-term results. lTo five-year plan. Rather, it's the one-year

operation plan that wins out." (Les)

I

"Personal brands will conflict with corporate hrands." (Ryan)

. "You might end up heing the ethics or corporate

values police

-

where

everyone is coming to you to settle issues that conflict with the hrand." (Les)

. "Get

a reasonable resource commitment for both internal/external

communications for the costs of your brand initiative." (Ryan)

. "The

more fragmented/autonomous a company is today, the tougher the

brand road." (Les)
o 'oSomeone has to keep a watchful eye, to provide a customer perspective."
(Kelly)

. "The process will go slower than you'd like it to. Measurement is in inches,
not yards. After

I

LlZ years of internal initiatives, \re are just beginning. And

don't expect any oYou're doing a great joh.'Expect to take some good-natured
kidding." (Les)

.

"Keep in mind that the logo is just symbolically the promise." (Kelly)

Personal preparation can help prepare an organization's hrand champion for

the work that is ahead. Arming oneself, as an individual or as a department,

with brand knowledge, including pitfalls, assists companies in being prepared.
'When

a hrand effort becomes the sole responsibility of a single department

within any given organization, the scope and potential of a hrand initiative is
underestimated and misunderstood. The opportunity to leverage a hrand's

potential with all employees and with all aspects of a business requires an
educational foundation in brand that sets a proper course for brand equity
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huilding. Throughout the interviewing process, the leaders had only scratched
the surface of understanding the relationship between the activities
surrounding the external brand customer, the link to the internal customer
and the need to align the operations of the organization to ensure the delivery

of the promise made to all customers.
DEVELOPING

A

TTAODEL

Although brand may be seen as a newer discipline, the henefits of understanding
and managing the reputation of an organization have long heen understood.
Corporations such as Disney, IBM and Val-Mart implemented well-disciplined

hrand management systems before the concept of hrand management was fully
unclerstood. "We chose the term 'visionary' companies rather than just

'successful'

or 'enduring' companies to reflect the fact that they have

distinguished themselyes as a very special and elite breed of institutions. They
'Wal-Mart,
(Disney, IBM,
etc.) are nlore than successful. They are nlore than

enduring. In most cases, they are the best of the best in their industries, and
have been that way

for decades" (Collins, 2). These organizations have applied

a

brand management critical factor. \ffhen customers hold certain associations that
they feel relate specifically to that organization, they expect to repeatedly
experience those associations. A brand-focusecl organization has the

understanding, ability and obligation to continually manage the relationship
expected by the customer.

Brand studies to date have largely been completed using the primary focus of
brand management through external communications, Brand identity is the
visible representation of the brand and tends to be the aspect that draws the
most attention.

fn addition, a true understanding of hrand takes into

consideration all points of contact. There is an understanding that any contact
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is significant in creating appropriate brand impressions. Just as significant

a

factor in brand success is the perceived quality of the product or service.
However, in hrand literature to date, little time has been spent in relating
organizational strategies such as total quality management programs to

a

successful brand. Since brand programs have been primarily run from

marketing and communication departments, it appears that significant effort
must be made to include other areas of the organization in branding efforts.

Creating a brand model directed to organizational effectiveness addresses the
need to provide a means to facilitate a companywide discussion on brand.
Studies of organizational effectiyeness

in multiple organizations have

uncovered factors that contribute to the success of these organizations. These

factors have been summarized as o'strategic orientation, top management,
organization design, and corporate culture" (Daft,66). Richard Daft, in his
hook Organization Theory and Design, provides the definitions and framework

for each factor. These factors are the foundation for a brand management
model through organizational effectiveness. First, strategic orientation means

that an organization is focused, has the ability to respond quickly and is
customer-driven. Second, top management is critical to the success of
organizational effectiveness. This includes vision provided from leadership, an
orientation toward action and an organization that "minimizes rationality rather

than rely too much on objective, quantitative decision rules" (Daft, 66). An

organization's design is the next key factor. An organization that has a simple
structure and a lean staff is decentralized to increase entrepreneurship and
has both loose and tight properties is an organization committed to maintaining

simplicity so as to promote yery little hureaucracy. With a decentralization
mindset, organizations hope to hring innovation and creativity to the workplace.

2t

If

values and vision are intact and shared within the organization, then there is

an atmosphere that encourages experimentation. The final factor is eorporate

culture. When an organization works to create a climate of trust, productivity
through people and a long-term view of the organization, the orgalntzation has
acknowledged that the values and beliefs of that organization affect the people

of that company.

An organization cannot be effective without attention to the above four factors.
Likewise, brand management affects all areas of an organization. From this we
can see that brand management can be informed by organizational
effectiveness. Both organizational effectiveness and brancl management are
concerned with the whole of the organization, the success of which requires
tremendous self-awareness on the part of leadership. Comprehending the full

impact of the oripple' effect is, in Peter Senge's words, "comprehending systems

thinking. Systems thinking is a discipline for seeing wholes" (Senge, 68). Seeing
owhole' is critically necessary

in regard to a successful hrand

management

program.

Yet

it is the specific

way an organization envisions its existence that is the key

to success. 'When an organization uses 'hrand eyes' to view the external
environment as an influence

in all decision making, then a manager is making

decisions that both build brand and contribute to organizational effectiyeness.
One manager interviewed did refer to brand as the lens of the organization. A

true hrand lens must be near-sighted and far-sighted as well as possessing
peripheral vision. Brand is the discipline of looking at yourself from the outside

in, for all areas of the organization. Organizational effectiveness becomes the
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tool for each organization to implement, with brand eyes, sny brand
management opportunities. The discipline of brand must be

in

the

organization's hehavior, through the physical facilities, in the leadership and in

its products and services. All of these represent the organization, which in turn
represents the brand.

It is only after

evaluating all parts of the organization

that a true brand audit has taken place. "To explain the organization,

one

should look not only at its characteristics hut also at the characteristics of the
environment and of the departments and groups that make up the organization"

(Daft,2B). No piece of an organization can be left unscrutinized from a brand
point of view.

It

is within this framework that brand management can be applied to

organization theory. Using a visual model to represent the importance of the
various components of brand, a conceptual model is created to visually identify

hrand as the organization theory and stands as the center of the conceptual
brand management organizational model. "Organization theory identifies
variables and provides models so managers know how to diagnose and explain

what is happening around them and thus can organize for greater
effectiveness" (Daft, 27). This conceptual brand management model offers

brand as a tool for organizational effectiveness.

With brand management as the focus the model then begins with leadership.
The interaction with leadership regarding brand education has strategic and
significant implications. Brand is the word that reminds leadership to put the
customer's viewpoint into every decision made.

6-)a

LJ

It

also requires, at a minimuffi,

a clearly articulated corporate vision, identification of corporate values that
align with behaviors? a brand vision and a brand promise. In order, these items

Brand Management Model

BRAND
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Organi zat Lon/
Operational Desigrn

are defined as follows: corpora,te uisiorl

growth; corpora.te ualues

-

-

the organization's course for future

the beliefs that the organization uses in defining its

behavior; the brund aision or purpose

-

a corporate vision that includes the

customer's needs; and brand prom.ise

-

an internal statement that reflects the

core values of the company's hrand

in a way that pays off for the

customer.

Excerpts from the printed brand work provided to Ben's organization capture
the importance of incorporating the customer's viewpoint in all they do. "From

the customer's perspective, the brand promise describes the relevant,
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distinctive benefits that the customer expects to receive from the products or
services bearing that brand."

Creating an effective brand-focused organization requires leadership to

provide vision, focus and support to the organization's brand efforts. "'Without
support from the top, our fbrand] efforts are going nowhetE,," said Les. It is
here that Senge's concept of creating a whole organization is once again
valuahle. The most effective brand programs are those that not only include
ttlat inaolae the entire company.

Better yet, those who engage their employees in order to receive the best
collective thinking may be positively surprised at the results. This leads us to
the next ring of the brand management model

-

corporate culture.

Providing a step-by-step process for brand equity building from inside the
organization (corporate culture ancl organizational/operational design) empowers
each employee to

fulfill the corporation's brand promise. A program

focused on

managing customers' perceptions through everyday employee actions helps
create an employee's affinity with the brand. By taking a consistent and tactical

approach to building brand through all employees, they are encouraged to link

their actions solidly to the needs of the customer. The objective of such

a

program/model is to see results from employees based on actions that reflect

brand

-

ensuring their organization's success. Brand is, at its core,

a

relationship with customers.
Understanding an organization's culture can assist in building an appropriate

hrand training process. Although four of the five individuals interviewed

hacl

differing corporate cultures, all interviewees continually referred to the need
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for internal hrand initiatives that would help each employee understand

how

they affect the hrand.

Daft provides four categories in which corporate cultures can be defined: the
adaptahitity culture, the mission culture, the involvement culture and the
consistency culture. Interviews uncorrered that both Les' and Kelly's

organizations have a consistency culture emphasizing policies and practices that
need to be followed

for efficiency. Jan's culture promotes involvement

and

participation. Ben's company favors the adaptability culture encouraging
employees to be flexible and maintain the ahility to change

in order to meet the

needs of the customer. And Ryan's organization, with its strong ties to a

religious organization, helps shape its purpose through a mission culture,

illustrating that brand initiatives cut across all corporate culture types.
Aligning individuals with the parts and the wholeness of an organization

through a context of organizational effectiveness, in conjunction with their
brand training, reinforces the value of a hrand initiative. Two intervierrees
commented that

in the simple act of answering the phone, brand

management

can be applied when consideration is given to "how" the phone call is handled.
When an operational factor such as ansu/ering the phone is viewed as a brand
impression point, brand values are applied to the situation.

A brand equity huilding program helps align an existing culture in
designed to better serve the customer.

rnays

It is critical to first determine

whether

the organization's culture shapes the overall framework of value within the
organization," (Daft, 343). It is the values that translate into behaviors
behaviors employees use to represent the company's brand.

"At

Southwest

Airlines? prospective employees are subjected to rigorous interviewing,
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-

sometimes even

hy Southwest's regular customers, so that only those who fit

the culture are hired" (Daft, 339).
Employers and employees who create consistent alignment within the
organization assures the preservation of a corporation's brand core. From Built

to Lastr "We've learned that,

if

anything, we underestimated the importance of

alignment, and we're learning much about how to create alignment within
organization. We've learned that purpose

-

when properly conceived

-

has

a

profound effect upon an organization beyond what core values alone can do,
and that organizations should put more effort into identifying their purpose"

, L994). Through a brand initiative an organization has an opportunity
' LL
ro
purpose " itself using its brand eyes. A brand management program can give
(Collins

birth to a new way to he a whole? connected and

systemic brand organization.

A hrand management model, grounded in organization theory, supports leaders
interested in and dedicated to excellence. A brand initiative is also a pathway

of change for personal transformation. Brand organizational leadership
strategies call

for tremendous work in the area of communication based

on

what others need to be successful. Janet Hagberg defines "other focused

leadership" as transforming oneself through an understanding of one's own
personal power and the effect

it

has on others. Leadership, as seen in

leadership transformational theories such as Hagberg's work or in
Koestenbaum's Diamond Leadership Model, are leadership theories that
encourage individuals to be "other" focused. Using brand eyes, the "other"

refers to customers (both internal and external) and insists
seek

that

leadership

to understand those customers' perspectives and the type of experiences

they will need to feel significantly connected to the company's brand. During
interviews, Ben referred to the need for the communications group to work
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toward the ability to 'ogive away" the brand efforts. In doing so there is the
hope that others will shape the brand in ways that speak to them personally.

This level of understanding knows that a brand is not owned in a department,

but rather becomes real through implementation throughout an entire
organization.

Leadership that is willing to discover the areas in an organization that need

better alignment in order to work toward excellence in hrand equity building

is

leadership that understands the systemic nature of brand. Connecting brand

efforts to operational issues creates a true appreciation of the reality that brand
issues are
choices

truly husiness issues.

.When

this connection is not made, technology

or cost-cutting measures may have a significant effect on a corporate

hrand's future. "A more suhtle danger facing a brand is from a firm with

a

strong cost/efficiency culture. The focus is on improving the efficiency of
operations.

fn such a cultur€, fl hrand may not be nurtured" (Aaker, I5).

Organizations that favor a consistency culture need to take note that in their

efforts to be extremely efficient, brand-building opportunities may he missed.
However? organizations such as Disney have highly rigorous cultures to ensure

brand consistercy, hut the awareness of the need to continually build hrand is
extremely high as well.

Brand is, by its very essence, market (customer) driven. Brand is owned by the
perception the customers have of

it. It

is not the hyp* of marketing or

advertising. Marketing activities are simply one means of execution.

It is the

experience of doing husiness with the brand that changes customer

perceptions, and therefore,
see

it is the reason leaders

must change the way they

their business. One of those changes includes the need to examine the

2B

structure of the organization. "Two rules of market orientation define the wellled company: every employee must he close to the customers, and every
employee must be close to the company's total business plan and understand

the reasons for

it. This kind of realistic contact is not a matter of mere words or

instructions or communication;

it must result from the structure of the

organization itself' (Koestenhaum, 139). The structure of an organization,

partnered with a culture that reinforces the desired brand behaviors, hecome
two powerful tools from which to huild brand equity.

In the pursuit of helping an organization achieve its goal of brand
effectiveness, the brand management model begins to describe what leadership
needs to do to build brand equity.

It is a useful, actionahle,

adaptive model

that helps brand come alive not only through structure but also through
leadership and the culture of its people. Brand also comes alive through
operational and organizational designs that ensure consistent quality and

profitability, while creating whole employees who have been provided purpose
and direction.
RECO'YI'YIENDATIONS

rr

- or a hrand

evaluation

with regard to all parts of an organization - needs to take place. An

assessment

To begin a brand management program,

assessment

includes an in-depth review of all factors identified in the brand management
conceptual model. A leadership assessment starts the process in motion. Using

the four factors of organizational effectiveness, a leader could be evaluated on
his or her ability to provide direction in each of the areas, including the ability

to provide vision for the organization. Combining a hrand perspective with
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organizational effectiveness opens new awareness for leadership. 'o'Walt Disney
created an institution much higger than himself, nil institution that could still

deliver the 'Disney magic' to kids at Disneyland decades after his death"

(Collins,40).

A fundamental component of brand equity building is the ahility to establish
and huild trust with the internal and external audiences. The key to brand
implementation is in leadership's awareness that trust-building must move
beyond what's in

it for the leader.

Leadership must strive to understand that

it

is not exclusively about what the CEO wants. To continue to implement the
hrand vision of a company requires earning both customer and employee trust.
And trust must be built. As indicated in the organizational effectiveness factor

of corporate culture, an organization without a climate of trust will be unahle
to convince the marketplace that it is trustworthy. Internal trust from top
management helps assure that programs, such as a hrand management

initiative, succeed. Closely linked to trust-huilding is quality. "The first step
toward improving perceived quality is to develop the capability of delivering
high-quality levels.

It usually is wasteful to attempt to convince

customers that

quality is high when it is not. Unless the use experience of customers is
consistent with the quality position, the image cannot be maintained" (Aaker,
e4).

Also closely tied to trust-building is effective communication. Ryan's
encouragement to leadership is to be the CCO

- chief communications

officer.

Clearly this is no simple task. Every brand manager discussed the need for
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superior internal communications. It is why the final ring of the hrand
management model is communication.

Brand Management Model

BRAND
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Leadership
Corporate
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fective Communication

Encompassing all parts of an organization is the need for effective

communication. Effective communication ensures a continual exchange of

information, implied listening and common values throughout the organization.

For example, Paul Galvin, founder of Motorola, when asked to practice a
31

common industry standard of misrepresenting the company's financial health

responded, "Tell them the truth," he said, "first hecause

it is the right thing to

do and second they'll find out anyway" (Collins , BZ). In practicing trust and
communication together, Motorola became one of the visionary companies that

author James Collins believes is built to last.
Recommendations for ways in which an organization or an individual could

begin to build trust include implementing processes that can he perceived

fair. A critical

success factor

as

for leadership interested in huilding trust is the

ability to be aware of self-deception. If leadership wants to reinforce a culture
that listens, it must show that it values those who are speaking. Begin the
process hy encouraging people to offer input

affect them

-

in any decision that may directly

and then act on the input provided. Another means is to

continually interact with your audience to hest understand them. There must
also be a willingness on the part of management to support a form of
'W-hether
continuous discovery.
the format is a survey or a one-on-one

conversation, the intent is to involve everyone. Open dialogue, coupled with
an action orientation, builds trust. Jan's actions within the organization spoke

loudly in that all employees were encouraged to respond to the hrand process
through the company's intranet access. By inviting involvement trust is built.
And trust builds strong organizations, which leads to a foundation for a strong
brand. Brand is a promise to the customer

-

both internally and externally.

Promises that are kept are fundamental to hrand-building activities.
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The next portion of the brand model focuses on corporate culture. An audit of
an organization is designecl to get at the core of cultural issues that may be
creating positive brand impressions. In addition, an audit is intended to
uncover any issues that create obstacles for effective hrand implementation.
a company is truly committed to customers,

If

it will need to find ways to

stimulate learning and encourage changes that are in the cus tomers ' best

interest. Diagnosing the corporate culture is a first step toward finding ways to
raise/match standards of behavior and commitment to meet each organization's

brand promise. Kelly captured a part of

it when

saying, 'oBrand is moving from

being superficial (through external communications only) to how we hehave."
Fundamentally, when a brand moves from being only a visual impression to
being an organization that does what

it

says

it will do (the brand promise), then

the culture is in alignment with the values of the brand.
To tackle the reality of brand, an organization must take a hard look at itself.
a company is interested in stimulating learning and implementing changl,

a

corporate culture audit will "perceive the functional and dysfunctional
elements of the existing culture to manage cultural evolution and change in

such a way that the group can survive

in a changing environment"

(Schein,

15). As part of evaluating the organization, special attention needs to be paid

to issues that may have been perceived as valuahle to the organization. A
quality such as loyalty to the organization may be perceived as a valuable
company asset. Upon closer examination this asset may translate to "this is an
easy place to work because you're not held accountable."

It is also vital to

uncover whether an organization's culture is creating inappropriate behaviors

that come in direct conflict with both internal and external customers,
especially

if the hehaviors impede effective brand huilding.

.) .I

JJ

If

The next ring in the model is organizationally and operationally driven. An

audit (evaluating organization design) would continue throughout all areas of
the organization to ensure that each division, each job description and every
task completed is designed to better align with a brand initiative program.
When this level of commitment is made to a brand initiative, there will be

a

clear understanding that all efforts are designed to deliver the best quality
products or service to the customer. "Organization design reflects the way the
goals and strategies are implemented. Organization design is the administration

and execution of the strategic plan" (Daft, 44).It is quality that gets you in the

brand game, but

it is the ongoing brand initiative

regarding innovation or speed

or product development, while creating the appropriate impression and
experience with your enduser, that keeps you

in business. A brand audit of

the organizational design may uncover a need for restructuring

- in order

to

align the organization on a more customer-centered focus.

All of this requires that an organization be prepared for change. Be clear ahout
the scope and potential of implementing a brand program. 'When the full
potential and all aspects of a brand management program are understood, it

will become clear that it is a lifelong commitment.
A hrand initiative may benefit from the contributions of a change agent other
than the leadership of an organization. Only one interviewee mentioned the
addition of a o'change agent" within the organization. However, this was for an
entirely different company initiative. Unfortunately, the perception of the need

for

change

in regard to hrand

as a critical business issue, and one that could

benefit from a change agent program, was not perceived in the same fashion.

To this end, when internal brand champions are used as change agents, they
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must be clear in regard to the potential effect their efforts may have on an
organization and its people.

An additional way to reach a hroader internal audience is to identify a brand
team or a brand counsel that

will help keep the efforts alive. Try to include

eyery aspect of the organization so as to "bring along" the key organizational
influencers who are seen as crucial to hrand and husiness success. Look for
members who can say with enthusiasm and wholeheartedly when conversing

ahout hrand (as Ben does),

"I

love this stuff!" Les noted how he was a true

believer in what the initiative could have accomplished had the brand program
been given a chance to succeed, but he stood alone

fn summ ilry,

in these efforts.

a hrand initiative is a vehicle to align an organization to create a

sense of wholeness

- in essence, a vision for the organization - that is focused

on the customer. The end result of an effective brand initiative is an
organization that resonates with purposeful, focused, rewarding work for the
employee.

A directed, customer-focused brand initiative, coupled with a brand

and business-oriented group of employees, creates for the CEO and all
shareholders a consistent, memorable and relevant message

in the marketplace.

A brand initiative? as a catalyst for change, is a clear opportunity to create in

all employees a viewpoint upon which to do their decision making. An initiative
that immerses an organization in a brand that aligns business strategy and
organizational effectiveness with the customer understands that the
organization is only as good as its whole community. Brand opportunities take
courage on the part of leadership both to develop and to sustain, but with the
promise of positive hrand equity, a brand management initiative can be
extremely worthwhile

for any organization.
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APPENDIX A
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
How long has

it been since a brand program

was introduced into your company?

Who initiated the brand program?
What factors do you feel are critical to ensure the development of a successful brand?

After introducing a brand program to your organization, did anything change?
Please tell me your definition of leadership/please describe the overall view of
leadership in your company.

Did any aspect of your leadership change after you began a brand program?
Are there any aspects of your leadership that still need to change?
Did any aspect of other individuals in your organization change in any way in regards to
leadership?
Describe what brand means in your company. Are their examples of brand in your
organization?

Is your hrand program alive and well?
Who is currently championing the brand program?

If you were going to redo the brand program, what would you change?
Are there any other aspects of a brand program that have not been covered?
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APPENDIX

C

Definition of Terms
Brand
Brand is the \flay an organization or product "marks" itself.

It

is through

a

distinctive name and/or symbol that the company identifies itself.

Brand Eouitv
Brand equity consists of the intangihle assets of a product or company, such

as

company name, symbols, slogans and others items, all which add a financial

-component that contrihutes

value beyond the typical corporate assets.

Brartd Management
Brand management, also called equity management, is taking a long-range view
of protecting the brand and reviewin g all aspects of an organization to ensure

viahility of the brand's future.
Brand ldentity

In its broadest interpretation, brand identity includes all the visible and
intangible aspects of a product or an organization as ultimately expressed in
graphic expression. These impressions may be captured in the essence of

a

a

product or service symbol or a name, or in the actions? expressions or words of
the people who communicate it.

Brartd Association
Brand associations are the unique links or the specific attributes that are
as being a

part of the particular product, service or organization.
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seen

Brand

Ausareness

Brand awareness is having top-of-mind recall hy customers.
Cornorate ldentity
Corporate identity refers to the logo or logo mark and its usage in all
communications.
Sy st

emic

-

Thinking systemically in today's workplace is realizing that all things in

a

workplace are connected. Decisions made in one group are not made in

isolation. Decisions regarding people and products have a more profound effect
than initially meets the eye. Components of an organization that are typically

not considered may include corporate culture, the neur hire orientation
practices and types of training given to employees. These are all connected

-

systemically.

Orsanization Theory
"Organization theory is not a collection of facts;
organizations.

it is a way of thinking

It is a \ivay to see and analyze organizations

ahout

more accurately and

deeply. The way to see and think ahout organizations is based upon patterns
and regularities in organizational design and hehavior" (Daft, 20).
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